MIRO
COLLECTION
Desks

Ta b l e s

Storage

The Miro collection demonstrates Watson’s
fluency in blending environmentally friendly
materials and expertise in steel fabrication
with clean, modern design, intricate details
and support structures that deliver superior
strength and durability.

MINDFULLY
DESIGNED,

MASTERFULLY
CRAFTED.

Cutting edge
technology meets
hand-craft.
Highlighted by a custom-profiled CNC-cut edge that
exposes the MDF substrate, Miro’s work surface is then
hand-finished with water-based clear coat or stain. The
elevated top floats above a geometric base formed by
Miro’s iconic leg.

A compelling alternative to traditional case
goods, Miro is a versatile collection of desks,
tables and storage that articulates a fresh
vision, meeting the highest standards for
workspaces, meeting rooms and collaboration
spaces.

Miro’s triangular steel tube base is made of 14-gauge, coldrolled steel from recycled auto-parts and is 100% recyclable.
The corners are hand-mitered by our skilled, in-house
welders, forming the iconic design detail in the leg.

Exceedingly balanced and well proportioned,
Miro has it all - design, materiality, craft and
the durability to last a lifetime.

Materials that matter.
Greenguard certified laminates, 100% recyclable steel and
Watson’s environmentally friendly production processes
make Miro the high-design, low environmental impact
choice for today’s healthy office environments.
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Miro's clean lines and robust
durability are paired with an
extensive range of shapes
and sizes to create compelling
private office configurations that
optimize space while fitting any
style and work needs.

Miro provides solutions for both
fixed and plug-and-go technology.
By introducing 28/20 depth logic,
spaciousness is achieved in
condensed footprints by eliminating
excess worksurface depth.

LOOKS GOOD.
WORKS HARD.
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Forms that Function.
Miro components offer configuration flexibility
with table lengths and depths designed for
use with modular storage elements. Breaking
ground with a new aesthetic, Miro storage
components are a unique combination of
laminate cabinets finished with a veneer of
powdercoated steel.
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STUNNING
VERSATILITY.
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Miro desks paired with a shared bridge
base and desk-mounted privacy screens
can create benching scenarios that add
wow to the workplace.

Designed with all workstyles in
mind, the crisp lines and elevated
design details of Miro complement all
contemporary office settings.
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ADDRESSING THE
DEMANDS OF TODAY’S
MEETING SPACES.
Bring Miro’s modern, sustainable and tech-ready
line of conference tables to team and project
rooms of any size.

Any space, any size.
Miro meeting tables are offered in three
heights with individual work surfaces
ranging from 24” – 96”, providing an
extensive range of application.
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A POWERFUL
SOLUTION.

Miro Conference tables are supported by a
robust steel substructure, resulting in sag-free
worksurfaces up to 24 feet long.
Easily specify the power and technology needed
for effective meetings with the ability to add small
or large drop-in power with hardwire or plug-in
connections. Keep meeting spaces tidy and cables
out of the way with built in clips and an optional
magnetic channel for cord management.
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BEYOND THE
BOARDROOM.
Miro’s robust durability and modern industrial design
translate well beyond the boardroom to meeting and
collaboration spaces of all shapes and sizes – allowing
designers to carry Miro’s clean design lines throughout
the floorplan of any space. Watson’s extensive palette of
standard finishes makes it easy to specify meeting and
collaboration tables to support any brand or style.

Make it mobile.
Miro meeting tables can be
specified with casters to meet
the needs of today’s flexible and
mobile meeting spaces.
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FLIP YOUR
EXPECTATIONS.
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Flip’s best in class nesting footprint minimizes storage
space while the proprietary smooth- flip mechanism makes
flipping even large surfaces a breeze. And with a variety
of base options, including cable management and limitless
power options, Miro Flip tables provide an unrivaled
solution for training and meeting spaces.
Miro Flip tables deliver relentlessly
simple design paired with robust
functionality to instantly repurpose
any room or workspace.
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DESKS
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Call 360.394.1300
or visit Watsonfurniture.com
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